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Proposal from CALIFES workshop (Oct 2016)

Oslo theoretical studies: plasma collider interstage, using plasma lenses
-> looked for opportunities to implement idea: - lattice of plasma lenses

Proposed to do this in CALIFES/CLEAR

With CLEAR approved (Dec 2016) and informal agreement from CLIC to get beam 
time, Oslo went ahead to form a collaboration and design a prototype plasma 

Turns out CLEAR has unique parameters for 
one of that experiments we want to do
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Integration and HV tests:
CERN provided lab space for 
integration and test of 
components at CERN.
Good level of support from 
CERN engineers/technician 
was good
(Completed August 2017)

C.A. Lindstrøm
J.H. Røckemann
A. Dyson 

Due to Oslo  being CLIC-collaborator, it was 
easy to integrate students as CERN-users.



Huge amount of work 
(integration of gas, HV, 
vacuum, beam windows).
Good support from CERN, cost 
of HV and gas infrastructure by 
CERN, but crucial to have Oslo 
manpower driving integration 
work.
First electron beam sent 
cleanly through capillary end 
September.

Marx bank outside 
vacuum, but close to 
capillary.

Clean beam observed 
on downstream OTR

OTR
Integrated in
capillary holder



Plasma lens work (and WFM work) also led to Oslo contribution to general CLEAR 
infrastructure:

Systematic data taking-instant analysis approach, 
based on our experiments from FACET/SLAC), 
new tools available to all experiments.

General Improvement of CLEAR linac 
(alignment, emittance).
Improved online model.



This talk.

Carl A. Lindstrøm’s talk yesterday.







DESY-partners are working on MHD simulation to better underastand 
and quantify the dependence of Z on the non-linearity.
Practical goal: optimize Z for low non-linearity and also low scatter.





We are not the only group doing plasma lenses experiments:

• J. van Tilborg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 184802 (2015) 
• S. Steinke et al., Nature 530, 190 (2016) 
• R. Pompili et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 110, 104101 (2017) 
• R. Pompili et al., AIP Advances 8, 015326 (2018) 
• A. Marocchino et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 184101 (2017) 
• J. van Tilborg et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 20, 032803 (2017) 
• J. H. Roeckeman et al., to be published
• R. Pompili  et al., Phys. Rev. Letter 121, 174801 (2018)
• ...
.

However, the CLEAR plasma lens collaboration has in a time scale of one year managed to get 
to the edge of the research field, and contributed with new results:
• C. A. Lindstrøm and E. Adli, Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 19, 071002 (2016) 
• C. A. Lindstrøm et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A, Accepted for publication (2018), 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.01.063 
• C. A. Lindstrøm and E. Adli, Submitted to Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams (2018), arXiv:1802.02750 
• Linearity results: to be published:



2019 Plans

• Triple Marx Bank installed, potential to reach ~1000 A

• First post-PRL, post-Carl beam time in December 2018

• Very high focusing gradients measured directly; about 2kT/m 

• Now we have data for multiple gases, He Ar, N, He, 

• No pinch observed 

• Nonlinearity turn-on observed in Neon; just on the end of the falling edge. 

• Analysis ongoing!

• Completementary experiments planned for 2019 

However, from our work on plasma wakefield aberration, it looks like :
No part of the active plasma lens parameter space is consistent with use for the very 
intesnse beams needed for linear colliders interstages (Carl’s talk yesterday)

• Our original proposal of plasma lens lattices [for interstages] seems less interesting
• Perhaps more promising to look into larger lenses for proton/ion applications



Conclusions
• CLEAR startup was well timed for Oslo ideas for novel plasma lens 

interstage demonstration with plasma lenses

• Oslo was first user to implement plasma experiments at CLEAR: gas, 
materials, HV in beam line
– Could not be done without large presence by Oslo at CERN

– Could not be done without significant contribution from CERN

• CLEAR accessibility a large plus in the integration and 
commissioning (easy, frequent access)

• CLEAR operational support good, but not always present 
– Useful/needed for Oslo to also know how to operate the beam

• We are happy with the amount of beam time we got 

• 2018: dedicated runs led to high-impact publication(s) expected

• 2019: complement results with Oslo lens, pinching. Seek funding.



Extra



A. E. Dyson, C. Thornton, and S. M. Hooker, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 87, 093302 (2016) 

Compact plasma lens

Oxford Compact Marx Bank: 
Inexpensive and precise source of ~20 kV, ~500 A discharges

Capillary and holder design by DESY, based on 
experience from DESY and Oxford

Overall experiment design, and assembly, 
integration and test, by Oslo.

Goal: strong, linear radial 
focusing from driving 
current  a gas discharge.

Novelty for CTF3:
- Gas in beamline
- HV in beamline
- New materials
- Thin-foil vacuum 

barriers


